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SUMMARY 

This project, which seeks  to  develop a group-via-computer'interrogation 

network, is progressing according to schedule and budget.  Most of the first 

six months' effort has been spent writing code.  Hence, there is little of sig- 

nificance to report at this early stage of the project other than the usual 

descriptions of program structures and the minor problems of transient interest 

common to any computer system development. 

to early "bare-bones" version of the remote conferencing system has been 

implemented, which has minimal capabilities-remote respondents answering ques- 

tionnaires.  The required programs are being structured in modular form.  The 

addition of new modules to be incorporated in the later program releases will 

permit more flexibility in the group-via-computer interaction. 

' 

■ 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Th.s ls the firBt Sen,iM„„al Teohnlqal Eaport desctiMng ^ ^ 

on a two-year study cccetnea with the development of a group i„terto9atio„ 

netwot. tot polioy foliation, xt s^ati.es the „or* .coveted durin, the 
period from March 6 to September 6, 1972. 

OBJECTIVES 

This proieot seeks to develop a geographically distributed grouP-via- 
co„Puter „anagement tool. Hew egaipment is to be aes.gnea ^ ^^ ^ 

to be „rrtten to automate the extraction and collation of expert opinion. 

has /r r"" 0£ the PreSent PhaSe ^ ^  PrOJe<:t " t0 a-^ "- -.P-ter- 
based technigues tor the rapid extraction and evaluation ot Judgments from 

geographrcally dispersed expert participants, but „here full declsion-mahing 

Po„er must be reserved by a single executive responsible for the decision. 

This line of research and development is „ot entirely ne„, and major 

efforts rn this field have gone before, „here „e hope that our „or* „ill dif- 

er from earlier efforts is in that „e see. to develop a "practical" system 

that „Ul be useful as a real-«rld, real-time management tool. The acid test 

of practicality is „hetber the system „ill in fact be employed by management 

m their day-to-day operations. 

Within three months after the start of this project, „e „ere abie to have 

a srmple »och-up demonstration. But a mock-up demonstration and a real-„oria 

system are, of course, miles apart-aa a management tool the system lacks many 

ingredxents reguired to be a truly viable system. During the course of this 

project, „e seek to reduce this distance between today's state of the art and 

the regurrements of a practical, usable system, by ne„ computer software de- 
vpl„p»„nt,s and proposod h,^,.,„„ „„„«„,,.,,)„„„ 
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RELEVANCE TO ARPA-IPT 

While some of the reported activity is concerned with people-to-machin^ 

interaction and new management tools and applications, its emphasis, in line 

with ARPA-IPT's specific interest in the computer and comruinications aspects 

of the system, is on hardware and associated software development. 

To augment the.work for ARPA-IPT and to expand its scope in the direction 

of man-machine interaction and applications both to the collection of judg- 

mental data and to computer-aided scientific collaboration at a distance, we 

have received a three-year grant from the Office of Computing Activity of the 

National Science Foundation.  The two projects are differentiated (in simpli- 

fied terms) in that the ARPA activity is directed toward the development of 

the computer-based system elements themselves, whereas the work on behalf of 

NSF is concerned mainly with the exploration of group problem-solving efforts 

with the aid of a computer network. 

PROJECT STAFF 

Responsibility for supervision of specific aspects of this project is 

divided as follows: Mr. Paul Baran, direction of the system design; Dr. Roy 

Amara, supervisory and administrative management; and Dr. Olaf Helmer, design 

and performance of experiments on the system. 

The bulk of the work on this project and the total programming effort 

are being performed by Dr. Hubert Lipinski, Mr. Richard Miller, and Mr. Robert 

Randolph of the Institute, with the occasional assistance of Mr. John Melvin, 

currently at the RAND Corporation, and Dr. Rainer Schulz at Stanford University. 



II, PROGRÄM ORGANIZATION 

COMPUTER USED 

The prc,gran,s are priBarily „ritten  ,n a 

ARPMET users xn a „„n,ber of instaUations.     (We   .„. 

;::::: rth"oocurred ^ - aa~ - -—- -— 
MODULES 

The programs are written as a set- nf n=.,,u 
Mll „ « as a seo of packages or modules. Modules are 

::::!:■:: ::::ir9 the se^di——- -—— 

SPECIFICATION OF THE MODULES 

The specification of  the „cades derives £rcm a ptoUmi„ary analysis of 

he regents of a genenai-pnnpcse i„terro9ation sohe„e to eLact 1 
ments and commenLs rapidlv and =ff. ►■ ,  - extract judg- 
te^ote experts. ^"-trveiy fro. a group of geographioaUy 

The range cf options eventuaUy needed „in vary from baing able ^ ^ 

. h.ghiy structured set of gucstions of i„dividuais at ti^es of their 1 

choree to runnrng an open-ended pariia.entary dehate in reai ttae. MdTLnai 

regurrcents are posed hecause of the „e„ „odes cf oc^unication ha 

X »ed. Per e^pie. the „et„crk aiiows conducting a structured confere 1 

where everyone speaks at the same ti„e. Programs are needed to .cap the si- 
multaneous messages in order. 

The specification of some of the modules must he kept open-ended until 

have „ented „ith them and determined which prcoedures are of most I 
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value to the system users. Thus, the general plan has each module capable 

of being changed or deleted with minimal repercussion to the remainder of 

the operating program. Because of the expectation of change, we are using 

a ground rule that the written code have adequate comments interspersed so 

that at least minimal documentation will survive the continual programming 

changes envisioned. 

RELEASES 

The concept of module autonomy is more a goal than a reality. In prac- 

tice it is difficult to change one module without reflecting changes else- 

where. Therefore we have adopted the standard nomenclature of "releases"— 

grouping individual changes so that major changes occur infrequently and the 

user is always working with the last fully debugged release. 

The releases are described in Sections III and IV. We are currently 

operating under Release 2 and programming Release 3. As will be described, 

we have sufficient mandatory improvements scheduled that will take us to 

Release 5 within the year. 

DOCUMENTATION STATUS 

While documentation for the program development exists, it is primarily 

in the form of notes and comments in the program listings themselves and 

of highly simplified flow charts. 

This documentation is adequate for the preliminary programming purposes 

of the project but it is not yet suitable for detailed presentation in this 

report without additional explanation. 

As we have a sufficiently detailed description of the operation of the 

programs in the next sections, we have chosen to defer full documentation 

until after the evolution of the prcjr3"1 ct-^hi 1 i ^c; and to nresent it in the 

next Technical Report. 
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IXI.  PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 

TEAMS 

The syStem is bas8d on the eoneept of a „enegement tee. (consisting of 

a Cheinnan, en U^i.e, end one or „o.e Editors, together with a si.eble group 

Of expert respondents (oalled respondents or experts, interohangeabiy,. Eaoh 

person is assumed to have his own ter.inai: CRTs for the na„agament tea. and 

eather CRTs or hard-copy teminaie for the respondents, whichever they „ay 

have avaiiehle.  (Ät this time „e prefer that the respondents, terminals oper- 

ate at 30 characters per second or higher to „.inin-ise interactive deiays and 

that the terminals be full-duplex ASCII.) 

DUTIES 

It xs the duty of the expert (respondent) to answer questions posed to 

hxm; to make suggestions; to argue; to comment on statements made by others- 

and to be free to introduce motions changing the procedures or directions of 
the inquiry. 

It is the duty of the management team to keep the process going in an 
orderly direction. 

The Chairman is the man with the problem. Ha is the execntive decision- 

»aher „ho may be assumed to have little understanding of the computer system, 

The Chaarman's assistant is the Umpire. The Umpire is the man traditionally 

thought of as tho chairman in the usual parliamentary debate. It is the duty 

of the Umpire to answer procedural gnestlons, to carry out the intent of the 

Chainaan, and to conduct tho inguiry. m general, it is only the Chairman 

who „all kno„ the substantive issues being discussed, and it is only the Um- 

pxro who will be fully acguainted with the capabilities and limitations cf 
"th^?  c-^ro-f-om 

It is the duty of the Editor(s) to unburden the Umpire from being over- 

loaded by the upward flow of simultaneous information from the respondents. 
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The Editor will indicate how each respondent's input is to be treated. For 

example, it may be an answer to a question, or a motion; if a motion, then 

type of motion. The Editor is usually the man to whom the respondent talks 

when he seeks help on any matter. 

MANAGEMENT TEAM MOCK-UP 

Since at present the Institute has only three terminals and two full- 

time people on the project, we have compressed the range of duties of the 

Chairman, Umpire, and Editor into a single hypothetical person at this stage 

of program development. This composite role is called "Chairman" until 

these duties are separated later in the program development cycle. 

PROGRAMS 

The respondent uses a program called EXPERT, while the Chairman uses a 

program called CHAIRMAN.  These are high-level programs that in turn call up 

specific modules as needed.  These programs now comprise about 7,500 lines 

of source code including a repertoire of information transferring, process- 

ing, and communicating subroutines as well as the usual utility programs. 

Prior to the initiation of an inquiry session, it is necessary for the 

Chairman to prime the system by inserting files containing text for background 

information and for the list of questions to be asked.  (The program for 

creating the background file is called CBKGF; the one for the question file 

is TPROC.) 

The Chairman's Program 

At all times, CHAIRMAN is either executing some command explicitly given 

by the investigator or else awaiting another such command.  By means of these 

commands, the Chairman can call for various routines that monitor and direct 

the flow of the inquiry.  These include, for example: 

• a display showing which respondents are on the system, along with 
their terminal numbers and other identifying information; 
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• a display summarizing the progress of each respondent (or of the 
panel as a whole) through a particular question; 

• a display showing the current status of the inquiry control switches*; 
and 

• a routine to set these switches* and thus direct the flow of the 
inquiry. 

In addition, the investigator can call a variety of text and numerical 

processing routines: 

• a routine for replying to requests from individual respondents for 
specialized background data; 

• routines to search the indexed files of input information for re- 
sponse "packages" of any given type, display these responses on 
the Chairman's terminal, and return selected responses to the panel; 

• routines for rephrasing or deleting existing questions from, and 
introducing new questions into, the inquiry; and 

• routines for gathering, processing, and displaying (in alternative 
formats) respondents' estimates of: 

single numerical quantities, and 

- three-point probability distributions. 

The Respondent's Program 

The respondents are invited to join in the inquiry and told when and 

how to tie into the ARPANET and the chosen host computer, and to call pro- 

gram EXPERT. 

Each respondent is given his own copy of program EXPERT. This program 

leads the respondent through the inquiry. Thus, the inquiry consists of a 

single CHAIRMAN program and a number of simultaneously operating EXPERT 

programs communicating to the CHAIRMAN program. The present Release 2 of 

the EXPERT program assumes that each respondent will answer each question 

in approximately simultaneous fashion.  (This restriction will be removed in 

later releases.) 

* 
Changed to command word in Release 3. 
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The EXPERT program first provides the respondent with background infor- 

mation and then carries him to the main body of the inquiry where he is called 

on to answer questions previously posed by the Chairman in TPROC.  In answer- 

ing each question, the respondent may proceed through three phases: a question 

review phase, an extraction of verbnl statements phase, and a numerical re- 

sponse phase.  (In Release 3, bypassing of phases is permitted the respondent.) 

Input provided by the respondents is stored in indexed files that can then 

be retrieved by processing and display routines at the choice of the Chairman. 

Utility Programs 

Routines have been written that perform various necessary functions with- 

out being called explicitly.  These include, for example: 

Text Editing. A text-editing routine is automatically invoked whenever 

any participant is asked to enter inputs at his terminal. This routine allows, 

for example, deletion of the last character, last line, or the whole input, 

and display of the last line or whole input. 

CRT Routines. Several routines have been developed for some housekeeping 

functions of the CRT terminals used. These routines will, for example, clear 

the participant's screen prior to commencing a lengthy printout and, when the 

screen is full, pause for him to read that screenful (thus avoiding loss of 

information by "roll-off" at the top of the screen). 

"Help" Routines. When a user gets into trouble, he merely types "help" 

(at present, +H). Special routines are thus invoked to establish a direct 

communications link between the terminals of the investigator and the respon- 

dent requesting help. Upon termination, the routines provide for automatic 

return to appropriate places in both main programs. 

File Access Routines. These routines transfer text to and from indexed 

files under control of higher-level subroutines. 



IV.  PROGRAMS RELEASED TO DATE-SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

As mentioned previously, improvements to the programs and changes are 

grouped together for debugging, forming "releases." Each subsequent release is 

consecutively numbered; we are currently programming Release 3. 

RELEASE 1 

Release 1 was the first set of program packages that could be used to form 

a primitive working system, sine, it has been superceded, it is described only 
for the project record: 

1. It included the capability of simulating the answering of very simple 
questxonnaires. y     ^ simple 

2. It efficiently provided fully asynchronous operation only. 

3. "avowed only a single round of questions.  (No means existed for 

^appraisal!"6 "^ ^ ^ ^ ^"^ *>* their review and 

■i.     Its sequence of operations was essentially like that described in the 
previous section of this report. crioea xn me 

RELEASE 2 

Release 2 has been completed and is on file at both the RAND and BBN PDP-10 

sites as a working program.  It differs from Release 1 in the following ways: 

1.  It permits handling multiple rounds of the questionnaire. 

2"  for thfwhn?'3-001™^ CarbilitieS Were eXpanded to a11^ displays for the whole inquiry rather than one topic at a time. 

3. The topics were organized on a decimal tree structure of the form 1.1.1 

4*  wlthTh in*fS *re jested from the respondent by starting each line 
with a herald character, ">". - 

5'     IrilTl^Lt  P^aCtical: "—oriented conferencing system, we have 
tried to make logging into and use of the conferencing system as 
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straightforward as possible.  Foi: easy reference-, we have prepared a 
set of instructions on logging into and use of the conferencing system 
Recovery procedures in case of failure are also included.1 It is hoped 
that, in the normal course of an inquiry, these instructions, in addi- 
tion to the explicit instructions given by the system itself, should ' 
enable anyone to use the system conveniently. 

6. The respondent can, at any time, exchange questions and messages with 
the Chairman by requesting a link connection. i "  ' 

I 

7. Text editing (control letter-type) .commands were adapted td be con- 
sistent with the convention used in TENEX (and TYMSHARE). 

8. Samples of text for test demonstration purposes were simplified and 
clarified. '   i     i     , 

' ! 

1 

i1 
• 

i, .i . 
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V.  CURRENT PLANS—GENERAL PROBLEM AREAS 

,   Much of the work during the next periods, aside fron, straightforward pro- 

graming, concerns the following four topics: modes (synchronous/asynchronous), 

conferencing decision rules, unburdening the Chairman, and improving system 

reliability. These could be regarded as problem areas, but since their solution 

seems reasonably straightforward, we are inclined to think of work on these 

problems as nonnal work topics to be developed during the next phases of the 
effort. . 

MQDES 

We ^  divide the interactions of the chairman and his panel of respondents 

into two timing categories or modes:  synchronous and asynchronous.  in the syn- 

Phronous .ode all respondents, for example, might answer the same posed guestion 

at the same time,  m the asynchronous mode, each respondent would answer the 

Question, but af a time of his own choosing. 
I 

Th. asynchronous mode lends itself more to the questionnaire-answering 

requirement, whereas the synchronous mode is required in a conference or debate 

operating under controlling procedures, such as Robert's Rules of Order. 

i   To date, most of the work on the project has focused on the asynchronous 

rnode, with work now beginning on the synchronous mode. Both modes will be 

required in the final system, and mixed operation is anticipated, with increas- 

ing attention given to the synchronous conferencing phase. 

< ; 
i » 

.CONFERENCING DECISION RULES 
I      '        ' — 

There are logical decision rules to be developed to implement those modes 

where parallel upward communications from the respondents is anticipated, which 

go beyond the priority structure of Robert's Rules of Order.     For example 

Robert's Rules of Order were formulated to handle basically binary decisions: 

a "yes" or "no" vote on a specific motion.  This system must also include the 
V': 
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oapablllty o£ no„Mnary deoislonSi such ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

t oV w  " COrtain ':e0hn°l09y '5UrinS tha ^  year' a — ai"-^'t Na- 
tion  W8 pxan to expiore this subje=t in Bore detail duri„g tha „8xt p8ricas 
of this project. 

UNBURDENING THE CHAIRMAM 

When evetyane is eliowed to talk simlta„eo„sly. a heavy intonation hntden 

is plaoed on the Banac,on,e„t tea™. The degtee of success of this syater, „ill 

depend to a .ajot degree, on success in being able to nnbatden the chataan to 

on lllT"' ^ "^  ^^ ^^^ and ^^-    -iot atten- 
wtll be g.ven to this requlrement in the next periods of this proiect 

inoldding implementing the roles of the Unpire and Bditor separately, as dlsoribed 

IMPROVING SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

To be fully useful, the systo,. mUst be highly reliable, since we are con- 

cerned „rth overall syste. reliability of the entire conference, „o mU3t oper- 

thl : ps Tb
1^ leVelS hi9her tha" ^  0£ '" inaiVidUal —-""- Of TIPS and host, ccputers-particularly better than that experienced to date. 

One approach to be explored in the next phase is that of having the operat- 
ing programs and files reside in two M «■«,.„.. ae   t™  afferent computers, say the osc and the 
BB» PDP-10 rnstallations. During the conference the back-up computer „ill 

rnterrogate the primary computer, ".re you alive and „all,., if the answer is 

no | the back-„P computer „ill take over, communicating to the T1P and hosts, 

rnvolved at the time. This will reguire periodic file updates during tha course 

of tha rngurry to minimise lost infor-ation during the back-up. 

we might handle tha casa of the failure of a np or local host serving as 

an xnput tie-in point by having tha user call a secondary TXP and logging i„ 
again. J 

in any event, we plan to explore a range of automatic back-up alternatives 

to achreve a hrgher level of operational reliability than we are currently 
experiencing. ' 

.*^ 
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VI.  CURRENT- PLANS—FUTURE RELEASES 

«uch of the w„rk in tha next half year K.u be ^^.^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ 

wUl, to so..e extent, requlre revision of pro,™ aeveio^ents already „ritten 

We prefer «.ia i„orene„tai aevelop^ental approach beoauae it partita eariier ' 

discovery of problems in the development cycle. 

Below „a describe improvements and additions that are scheduled for impla- 
montatron in Releases 3 through 5 at this time. 

RELEASE 3 

We are currently operating under Release 2 while programming Release 3, our 

next scheduled raleasa.     it differs from Release 2 in the following „ays: 

"'    re^ntr^'co^oT:; l^^ * ^ ^ ™^  ""- '- 
it will PorTutS SpoSe" tnuTah'arff ^.^^    *°' °*^. 
with tha background in'formatiorba8^ T^lLVuiT:^^ ^ 

2- ^"nsTtf uiaT^di? bein3 ^ - -' °-P- - allow faster 

3- bltSiSTaTra^naeTt9 "iftf a110" » ""^ — — *> 
potent acguaintance »itTtha oiaration"»»'^^ de-'""«>t- « "»- 
matter of tha inguiry, he is a?S!a t !ySt°m an,1 tho sub>" 
less diversion for SstructLL tbf        "rS thrOUg,, th,ä proc<!ss "ith 

instructions will autmaticinv 'J™ «" ^vious neophyte.    Those 

shill.  such as c^tirarro^^dtccSl-trir"3 " ^ USar■8 

4-    anSrTSstr^S ^ClL^l^^ *° 
verbose question statement. completion or  an mcornxng 

5- t^erto* ^TT^TiTi^z-r^^^rr — 
-or!noV^;^SLr~^^ 
to return to the next staoo of SU    I"6tead °f bol"9 trapped and unable 

of leaving a messa fanT^lftbt bTSned ""the'0 ^ ^ 0Pti0" inquiry. recurned to the continuation of the 
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8. 
tho cai^ and the ^-^^^t^^fw^L'^sr: Le

r
rral for 

program called CONVERSATION, in the form of an n^  f^ later-  A 

the debate phase of the quostionnaLe a'wfring lu^s 1^^ ^^ 
chronous conversational capability.   nSwt-rinc*' a1^^  a simple syn- 

RELEASE 4 

needed operations       it win   „Ur* tu axe essentxaUy all  frequently 

moving abound'h^s guestSnLS    td^T^lf ^fe  ^^^^ of 
improved capability for ini^.M     And'.lt Wil1 V1™ the  Chairman an 
inquiry.      (?n  ReleLe  2     the  rh^9 VariOUS  tyPeS  ^ phases of ^e 
UP the" ing^iry b^Sice ^.n^lToTtZlT^Ti ^ ^^ 
t.ne-cons^ing and did not lend ^^^^J^- 

is partially overloaded.     Over the  course ofn^ ^   ™ * ^^ 
ferentiated roles  of the Editor nn/nn        pro9ram writing,  the dif- 
division of roles  and responsibit f• f^ Wil1 emGrge With * responsibilities' as  described earlier. 

3.     At present,   the respondent is  still relatHtml,, *.     • 
dorn of action.    Work has  stV^ll t    relatively constrained in his free- 

allow the respondent to ba m^f fSxrff y'ng ^G EXPERT ^™ *> 
the  inquiry.     This   f.eedom of ^oice wil/r"    .f '  S ^^  thrOUgh 

this  tentative release. continued and expanded in 

4*    ^L^o^ef in prSrl^^he^-ftemPtS 0f ^1—ing Rober^ 
comments to see if the'y contain  i^l"/111 ^^ ^^nusnts'   typed 
respondent may make sZ^UoVZucllT^l:  ^^^   ^ the 
identified,   the system micrhh  h.n n       ^ y) " Ce  the motion has b^^ 
hierarchy of what-L^t- n'terr^t :h:■■ ^7^ ^ ^^^ 
order,  it would be returned vi*h Z e m0tl0n Were  out of 

this parliamentary  coSeren^ reaSOn5-     The initial  ve^io" °f 
of available motions--Perhans ^gra,n,^dule »^ have a very small set 
later as we  feel our wajalong        ^ '     ^ liSt WiU be extendüd 

■- 
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Jh^f f f/in0r lmP^ementS  will also be implemented at  this  time. 
These  include  improvement of  the printed  format  that  is presented  to 
the respondent   (the present text format is  awkward to read);  addition 
of an automatic prodding response whe . the  respondent takes  too long 
on any single  item;   and the  addition of a quick reformatting capabiUty 

iZ^Tl^ll^ToT.whose nimerical votes are on the e—s - ^ 
If performance of Release 4 is as expected, then it will be tested with up 

to about ten simultaneously operated, geographically distributed terminals. 

RELEASE 5 

Release 5 will follow on, or some of the items may be concurrently developed 

in Release 4, and will include the addition of the following capabilities. 

1. It will provide recording means for the panelist's performance, such as 
elapsed time, time to respond (adjusted to his measured typinj'speed 
terminal print rate, etc.), and frequency of errors and queries^ As'a 
starting point, a magnetic tape will be written of the entire inquiry 
with start and stop times for each interaction.  Playing back this 
tape will permit most measurements to be made after the inquiry without 
having to specify all the test parameters in advance. witnout 

2. It will provide better economy of storage use by mapping files into 
core only as needed (including programs themselves). 

3. It will provide improved handling of feedback displays to the respondents 
showing them results of previous rounds.       ^ y  " ™e respondent., 

4. it will have an expanded set of activity modules developed from what 

Relea^       ^ ^ ^  ^ the ten rem0tG —Pondents using 

5. It will improve the process that allows the Chairman to select sequence- 

sequencL '       eaSilY'  ^ particular ™^* on  frequently use" 

6. All code will be converted to reentrant routines. 

7. The control transfer program as described in Section IV, under "Improv- 

im^le^ntd"1^111^'" ^ WhiCh a ^^-^ ~r is -d, willibeV 

8. It will allow any user to link to any other, if the Chairman permits. 

9. Voice conferencing capability will be tested. 


